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[57] ABSTRACT
A situational display and a means for creating the dis-
play are disclosed. The display comprises a moving
line or raster, on a cathode ray tube, which is disposed
intermediate of two columns of lamps or intensifica-
tions on the cathode ray tube; the raster and lights to
either side thereof being controlled in such a manner
that pairs of lights define a line which is either tracked
or "chased" by the raster in accordance with the rela-
tionship between the optimum and actual values of a
monitored parameter.
4 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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DISPLAY SYSTEM display as situational rather than as indicating a com-
mand. Accordingly, the switching of a display between
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION operational mod!, ha. been deemed inadvisable.
The invention described herein was made by an em- Another resolution of the problem under discussion
ployee of the United States Government and may be 5 consists in the use of command displays only. As noted
manufactured and used by or for the Government of above, pilots have universely rejected command dis-
the United State of America for governmental purposes plays and have indicated a strong preference for situa-
without the payment of any royalties thereon or tional displays. This rejection, in part, is a result of the
therefor. feeling that the use solely of command displays
BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION ^ffj *« P"* <° ** SJatUS °' » m<f anical «"topilot. Further, it has been found that a pilot unable to
1 . Field of the Invention perceive the actual situation is usually hesitant to carry
The present invention relates to the communication out computerized commands.
of intelligence to an observer by visual means. More
 15 A further resolution of the problem of situational
specifically, this invention comprises apparatus for dis- versus command displays resides in the use solely of
playing discrepancies from an optimal condition of a situational displays which are so basic that they will
controlled apparatus to the operator of that apparatus.
 result in or allow only one responsive act. Such situa-
Accordingly, the general objects of the present inven-
 tjonal displays obviously cannot be mere copies or sim-
tion are to provide novel and improved methods and
 2rj plifications of the real world. Simple correspondence
apparatus of such character.
 with rea,jty would necessitate that the pilot evaluate a
2. Description of the Prior Art
 series of outcomes of possible courses of action. On the
While not limited thereto in its utility, the present in-
 o|her han<J ^ si |ifled situational display must pro.
vention has been found to be particularly useful in an
 yide such direct dues to the .,ot ^ Qne
aircraft environment for d.splaymg discrepancies from
 25 behavjoraj ce can eventuate from the perceptual
optimal in flight speed, yaw, or pitch to a pilot. As will . . , _* , . ... • .. *.
be discussed briefly below, instruments which have ™put n .hort, the opumum d»play .y.tem » a «tua-
provided this information have previously been tional disp,ay which becomes tantamount to a "corn-
proposed and, in some cases, reduced to practice. The m*n* dlsPlay- P™"™^ d-splay systems have not had
this characteristicprevious display methods have comprised instruments 30
using arrows, pointers, needles or a single array of mov- SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
ing lights to indicate required corrections.
A major problem in the design of displays for aircraft The present invention overcomes the above-
control purposes concerns the relative efficacy of situa- discussed and other problems by providing a novel
tion versus command information. Thus, in designing a 35 technique and apparatus for providing a situational dis-
display for a moving vehicle, it is necessary first to play that presents unambiguous situational information
resolve the question as to whether or not there is time which commands immediate response. In achieving the
to show a pilot his situation or to obliterate the situa- foregoing, the present invention presents critical real
tion display in favor of the presentation of an im- variables in accentuated form as displayed clues to a
mediate direction for a motor response. Experience has 40 necessary directional course of action. Thus, in ac-
shown that most pilots demand knowledge of their cordance with this invention, true situational informa-
position in the surrounding air space both with respect tion is displayed in such a manner that a pilot or opera-
to the terrain and other aircraft or collision objects.
 tor perceiving the display will respond directly to dis-
Nevertheless, particularly with high-speed jet aircraft, crepancies on the display.
in emergency situations evasive maneuvers must be ex- «
 Jn a preferred embodiment of the present invention,
ecuted so quickly and so accurately that the pilot can-
 two coiumns of iights> which may either be separate
not maintain surveillance of his environment, detect all ,amps or intensifications on a cathode ray tube, are
relevant input data displayed on his instruments, sort
 established on either side of an intermediate display
through the alternative courses of control action, eval-
 which wi,, ica,, be itse,f a catho(Je ^
uate the respective outcomes of the various actions,
 Th h ^ use of sujtab,e , jc circuj ^ ^
and choose and carry out the optimum course of ac-
 risi the two columns are illuminated
8
 in
t,on. Thus, espeaally ,n emergency situations, com- ^^
 to bottom> in accordance with the
mand displays have been found invaluable. ,. M * , 1 • . • "'"'""- "r
The immediately obvious solution to the problem „ tunum computed value of a monitored vehicle parame-
discussed above would appear to be the juxtaposition- 5S «"• Thf h'"*""*' "•««« °n the cathode ray tube, also
ing of situation and command information. Such com- throu8* the use of appropriate logic circuitry, will be
bined displays may, however, result in ambiguity swePl from toP to bottom of the tube in accordance
whereby misinterpretation may occur under pilot with the discrepancy between the optimum and actual
stress. Accordingly, display systems wherein situation values of the monitored parameter. Accordingly, when
and command data have been combined have largely no control action is required, the horizontal rasters will
been discarded. intensify sequentially at the same horizontal level as the
Another solution to the above-discussed problem side indicators. Any discrepancy in the relative move-
resides in the switching from a situation to a command "lent of the side lights and the cathode ray tube raster
display in emergency situations where immediate ac-
 6j will signify a need for corrective action with the mag-
tion is required from the pilot. It has been found, how- nitude of the discrepancy in the tracking of the side
ever, that the trained pilot tends to follow habitual lights by the raster increasing as the requirement for
behaviors at such times and thus may continue to see a corrective control increases.
3,714,624
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 12 and 14. Since there are no discrepancies in the
_. . . . . .. , . . tracking of lights by the CRT raster, those rasters aboveThe present invention may be better understood and . . , ..? .. .. ... . . . . ....F
 , . , . ' ... , and below the lights at the end of the columns will be
us numerous objects and advantages will become ap-
 blanked and the height of ^ display on the CRT is ex.
parent to those skilled ,n the art by reference to the ac-
 5 ^ ^ hd ht of the vertjcal ^  *olumns
companying drawing wherein like reference numerals
 FKJ 2 d icts the condition where the monitored
refer to like elements ,n the several figures and in •puaaetei, for example aircraft speed, is slightly less
W
 ™^'o . . j ., j • _,• , • , .. than required. Thus, in FIG. 2 the intensifications orFIGS. 1, 2 and 3 depict a display .„ accordance with ,ines ^  CRT, behjnd the nluminated sjde indica.
the present invention; each figure showing the dlSplay jo tors ,t wi|, become readi, apparent to an observer
in five states and each figure representing a different
 vjewi the FJG 2 d- , that the controllable
relationship between the actual and optimum values of
 rameter in this case aircraft speed, is lagging the op-
a monitored parameter; and {^
 yalue and the natura, reaction ig *Q increase
FIG. 4 u a block diagram of a preferred embodiment
 d SQ ^ ^ horizonta, raster on the CRT wil,...
of logic circuitry which may be employed to control the 15 ^
 uptf wWi the flashing sjde ,amps
isp ay o ^s ^ requirement for corrective action increases,
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED the discrepancy in the tracking of the lights by the CRT
EMBODIMENTS display will also become greater. Eventually, the height
20 of the total raster display on the CRT will narrow.
With reference now to the drawing, FIGS. 1-3 Finally, as in the limiting case of a stalled aircraft when
represent the face or operator's view of a visual display
 vehicle speed js the monitored parameter, only the top
system in accordance with the present invention. As
 raster on the CRT wiu be inuminated. Thus> in addition
noted above, the entire display may be created on a
 to the trackmg discrepancy itself, the height or "band
high resolution cathode ray tube. However, to facilitate
 25 width» of the raster signals the magnitude of correction
understanding of the invention, the display of FIGS. required. FIG. 3 represents a display which indicates a
1-3 comprises a panel, indicated generally at 10, hav- dangerously slow aircraft; i.e., an aircraft approaching
ing suitable apertures which permit observation of the stall condition. One advantage of the narrowing of
parallel, vertically oriented light banks 12 and 14; each
 the "band width" as emergency conditions are ap-
of light banks 12 and 14 comprising an equal number of 30 poached is that viewing "through" the display
individual lamps. In addition, panel 10 has an aperture becomes progressively easier. That is, the greater the
which registers with the face of a cathode ray tube 16; emergency the more the CRT display is compressed to
the face of the CRT being disposed between the verti-
 the top or bottom of the tube and the more of the cen-
cal banks of lamps.
 traj viewing area that is left clear.
Through the action of the control circuitry to be 35 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a preferred embodiment
described below in the discussion of FIG. 4, the lamps
 Of iOgjc circuitry which may be employed to generate
comprising the vertical arrays 12 and 14 are sequen-
 the dispiays of FIGS. 1-3 in accordance with the
tially energized with the two lamps at either side of the present invention. Considering the invention as being
display in the same horizontal plane being illuminated employed to display discrepancies in aircraft velocity,
simultaneously. The speed at which the illuminated 4U the inputs to the logic circuitry of FIG. 4 comprise
reference level, as defined by the pairs of horizontally
 puise trains commensurate with actual and optimum
aligned lamps, moves will be a function of the optimum velocity. These pulse trains will be generated by means
or commanded value of the parameter being moni-
 well known in the art which do not comprise the
tored. The cathode ray tube positioned between the
 4J present invention. For example, the vehicle velocity
vertical lamp arrays is programmed whereby horizontal sensing means may comprise a standard tachometer
lines will be displayed on the face of the CRT in the type speed sensor and associated pulse generation cir-
planes defined by the pairs of horizontally aligned cuitry. The means for providing a pulse train commen-
lamps. Additionally, it has been found desirable to surate with optimum speed may be an International
establish a display wherein the raster lines on the CRT 50 Business Machines, Model CP-2 navigation computer,
may extend both above and below the ends of the verti- The optimal or desired velocity pulse train is used to
cal lamp columns. The speed at which the horizontal count an optimal counter register 20 and to clock a
lines generated on the CRT move from the top to the shift register 46. The optimal velocity pulse train is also
bottom of the tube will be a function of the computed divided by the length of the shift register in a divider 44
difference between the actual value of the monitored 55 to provide only a single "one" during the time required
parameter and optimal value of the parameter. Ac- to shift every bit in the register 46 out the top. The out-
cordingly, as will be described in more detail below, put of the divider 44 provides a pulse train with only
when the horizontal lines on the CRT fail to track the one pulse every time the shift register 46 is shifted a
indicators on each side of the display, an operator or number of times equal to the number of bits in the re-
observer will immediately perceive both the existance 60 gister.
of the discrepancy and the type of action required to When the single "one" shifts out the high-order end
null the error represented thereby whereby the "- of the register 46, considering the case where the actual
tracking" condition on the display will be restored. velocity is lagging behind the optimal or commanded
FIG. 1 indicates the condition where no change in velocity, it is used as a pulse to help control a shift re-
control is required. Thus, it may be seen in FIG. 1 that gister 48 which is responsive to the actual velocity
the horizontal rasters on the CRT 16 intensify sequen- input pulse train. Under these circumstances, the op-
tially at the same horizontal level as the side indicators timal velocity lamps will appear to flip to the bottom of
3,714,624
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the columns of lamps and the actual velocity informa- having parallel read-in and read-out. Difference re-
tion as generated on the CRT must be caused to flip to gister 26 will detect both the magnitude and sign of the
the same relative position at the bottom of the display comparison performed by subtracter 24. As previously
as it occupied at the top of the display relative to the noted, the sign information is made available by corn-
optimal velocity indicator lamps. 5 paring the relative magnitudes of the registers 20 and
The actual velocity pulse train has, under the exam- 22 by means of the subtract circuit 24.
pies situation being described, been counting the actual A logic circuit or network connected to difference
velocity count register 22 and clocking shifts in the as- register 26 detects a "too large" or "overflow" condi-
sociated shift register 48 for control of the raster lines tion from register 26 and employs that condition and
on the cathode ray tube. When the control pulse is the sign of the discrepancy to generate control signals
received from the optimal velocity register 46, if there which cause the display to "freeze" indicating max-
is no "one" in the actual velocity shift register 48, a imurn correction required. The generation of a "-
"one" will be entered in a position corresponding to freeze" signal, in the manner to be described blow, also
the lowest position for the optimal shift register. Each
 15 prevents the optimal and actual velocity shift registers
register then shifts according to the rate of its input 43
 and 43 from counting while the dangerous condition
pulse train; each register showing a restore to the hot- persists. This logic network comprises a NAND gate
torn of the screen commensurate with the state of the 28, a pair of AND gates 30 and 32, OR gates 34 and 36
other register.
 and an NOR gate 38. The sign information from re-
The two count registers 20 and 22 have a much
 2o gister 26 is applied to a first input of AND gate 30 and
higher order of magnitude (capacity) than can be han-
 has the input to NAND gate 2g Gate 28 mere,y serves
died by the optimal and actual velocity shift registers
 as an inverter; AND gates 30 and 32 being respective to
46 and 48. Therefore, count registers serve to keep the
 negative sign information and NAND gate 28 being
instrument accurate even when the display has a limit-
 responsive to positive sign information. The output of
ing case. . 25 NAND gate 28 is applied to a first input of AND gate
The optimal shift reg.ster 46 is used to control a set
 34 ^  a tive ^ g. ^ thug bg ^ ^
of light driven, not shown, which inturn drive the s.de
 M when R Qr em)r ^ ^
display lamps on the sides of the CRT face. The actual ^
 iQ ^ The J^ J^ ^
velocity shift register 48 may be read into a display -„ . ~~ . , . , ' . .
 r
' , • . . - • . £„£ in 30 and 32 are connected to a preselected stage of re-
computer for presentation in raster form on the CRT JO . ... ... , . • r,, . °v
 ... ^. , , . _.._ ... . . gister 26; this stage of register 26 being commensurate
screen. Alternatively, as shown in FIG. 4, the actual . . ~. ° . . ° . , ,. ,
. .. .... • Vio i- » j. j- •. i with an error or discrepancy having a magnitude which
velocity shift register 48 may be connected to a digital . .. . / •„,_ j-Cc ^ »/ . . -„ .. , . . ... . is considered commensurate with a difference betweento analogue converter 50 which, in turn, delivers a step , , , . . . . . . . .
voltage to a Y-driver amplifier 52 for the cathode ray the act"al and c<""^nd inputs ind.catwe of a dan-
tube. Horizontal sweep for the CRT may be accom- 35 *erous deParture °f thf monitored parameter from its
plished through the use of a free-running sweep voltage «™Puted optimum value. Accordingly AND gate 30
generator 54 e r e .
 wlll pass a Slgnai to OR gate 34 when the difference is
Continuing with a consideration of FIG. 4, the op- to° lar«e and negative whereas AND gate 32 will pass a
timal and actual velocity pulse trains are, as noted ,n signal to OR gate 36 when the discrepancy between the
above, respectively applied to count registers 20 and real and command inputs is too large and positive. The
22. The count registers have parallel read-in and paral- NOR 8ate 38 wl11 provide an output signal, for the pur-
lei read-out and may, for example, each comprise a plu- Poses to be described below, only when neither of OR
rality of four-bit binary counters such as Texas Instru- gates 34 and 36 receives an input. Accordingly, NOR
ments type SN 5493.
 45 8ate 38 W'H Provide an enabling signal for a pair of
The outputs of the counters 20 and 22 are applied to AND gates 40 and 42 at all times except when the dis-
a subtraction circuit 24. The subtraction function is ac- crepancy between the real and optimum values of the
complished by employing a digital parallel adder and monitored parameter becomes so excessive that a dan-
sign control circuitry. Thus, subtraction is achieved by gerous condition is being approached and the display
changing the sign of one of the input signals, as total- 50 shoufd be altered so as to emphasize the warning,
ized in its associated counter, and thereafter adding the It is to be noted that a function generator 60 and a
thus inverted signal to the count in the other count re- Iamp driver 62 are also connected to the output of OR
gister. Sign information is gained by determining gate 34 and are responsive to signals provided thereby,
whether the negative or positive register has the greater Accordingly, when OR gate 34 provides a signal corn-
magnitude stored therein. The subtracter 24 may, for 55 mensurate with a discrepancy which is too large and
example, comprise a plurality of four-bit full parallel negative, the bottom pair of lamps 14 will be energized,
adders such as Texas Instruments type SN 5483 and a the raster will be frozen on the CRT at a point above
plurality of four-bit complement, zero/one element cir- the tops of the columns of lamps and there will be no
cuits such as Texas Instruments type SN 541-187. further vertical movement of indicia on the display.
The comparison function performed by subtracter 60 Function generator 60 and lamp driver 62 will typically
24 is clocked by an OR gate 25 which is responsive to comprise circuitry which will cause the raster and
either of count registers 20 or 22 being counted to its lamps to flash while they are maintained in the "-
capacity. The difference signal resulting from the com- frozen" position. A "bottom raster" function generator
parison of the counts stored in registers 20 and 22 when 66 and a top lamp driver 64 are connected to the out-
a clocking signal is generated will be stored in dif- put of OR gate 36 and are responsive to signals pro-
ference register 26. Difference register 26 may be a vided thereby for indicating the opposite dangerous
standard logic register, identical to registers 20 and 22, condition.
3,714,624
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Before being applied to shift register 46 and count
register 20, the optimal velocity pulse train will be
transmitted through an AND gate 40. Similarly, before
being applied to count register 22 and shift register 48,
the actual velocity pulse train will be passed through an 5
AND gate 42. Accordingly, as noted above, the shift re-
gisters and counters will be prevented from counting
whenever a dangerous condition, as indicated by the
appearance of a signal at the output of either of OR
gates 34 or 36, exists. 10
While a preferred embodiment has been shown and
described, various modifications and substitutions may
be made thereto without departing from the spirit and
scope of the present invention. For example, if it is
desired to display the actual situation on the cathode IS
ray tube, the display of the present invention may be
superimposed thereover. Similarly, the present inven-
tion may be controlled so that the display fades when
there is no discrepancy between the optimum and ac-
tual values of the monitored parameter. While the in- 20
vention has been described in relation to a display
which moves vertically, it would be within the capabili-
ties of one skilled in the art to orient the present inven-
tion horizontally. Accordingly, it may be seen that the
present invention has been described by way of illustra- 25
tion and not limitation.
What is claimed is:
1. A situational display apparatus for displaying a
situation in the real world to a pilot of a pilot-operated
aircraft comprising: 30
means for generating a first illuminated indicia which
moves at a rate proportional to a desired state of a
parameter affecting the real world situation,
means for generating a second illuminated indicia,
adjacent to said first indicia, which moves a rate
proportional to the actual state of said parameter,
so that the second indicia tracks the first indicia
where corrective action is unnecessary and leads
or lags the first indicia when the actual state of the
parameter differs from the desired state,
one of said generating means comprising a plurality
of sources of light which, when energized, con-
stitute one of said indicia and which are oriented in
parallel columns, and means for energizing pairs of
said sources in stepwise manner to define a moving
line transverse to said columns; and the other of
said generating means comprising at least a por-
tion of a cathode ray tube screen positioned inter-
mediate said columns and providing a movable,
substantially linear display parallel to said moving
line which display constitutes the other of said in-
dicia.
2. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising
means for freezing the display provided by the ap-
paratus when the discrepancy between the actual and
desired states of the parameter exceeds a predeter-
mined level.
3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said sources
comprise:
points on the cathode ray tube defining by intensifi-
cation of an electron beam in the tube.
4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said sources
comprise:
parallel arrays of individual lamps.
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